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APPRAISAL PROCEDURES & REAPPRAISAL PLAN

OIL AND GAS RESERVES

Executive Summary





Thomas Y. Pickett & Co., Inc. (“Thomas Y. Pickett” or “Pickett”) annually reappraises all
producing mineral leases within the CAD’s boundaries using a Discounted Cash Flow
(“DCF”) methodology;
Thomas Y. Pickett uses the Comptroller’s Manual for Discounting Oil and Gas Income
pursuant to Tax Code Section 23.175;
Thomas Y. Pickett determines oil and gas prices in accordance with Tax Code Section
23.175;
Thomas Y. Pickett’s written procedures for identifying new properties are included herein.
Overview

Oil and gas reserves consists of interests in subsurface mineral rights. Thomas Y. Pickett & Co.
is contracted to reappraise this type of property annually for the appraisal district. The
completed appraisals are all retrospective in nature. The purpose of the appraisals is to estimate
market value as of January 1 in accordance with the definition of market value established in the
Texas Property Tax Code (Sec. 1.04). “Market value” means the price at which a property
would transfer for cash or its equivalent under prevailing market conditions if:

A. exposed for sale in the open market with a reasonable time for the seller to find a
purchaser;
B. both the seller and the purchaser know of all the uses and purposes to which the
property is adapted and for which it is capable of being used and of the enforceable
restrictions on its use; and
C. both the seller and purchaser seek to maximize their gains and neither is in a position
to take advantage of the exigencies of the other.

The appraisal results will be used as the tax base upon which a property tax will be levied. Each
mineral interest is listed on the appraisal roll separately from other interests in the mineral in
place in conformance with the Texas Property tax Code Sec. 25.12. A listing of the oil and gas
properties appraised by Pickett for the appraisal district shall be made available at the appraisal
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district office. Subsurface mineral rights are not susceptible to physical inspection. This
condition creates the need to invoke the Departure Provision as required by the Standards Rule
6-7 (f) comment of the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice. However, the inability to
physically examine the property does not affect the appraisal process or the quality of the results.
The appraisal district is aware of this limiting condition and agrees that it is appropriate.

Documents relevant to an understanding of these appraisals include the confidential rendition, if
any, filed with the appraisal district by the owner or agent of the property; the Texas
Comptroller’s Manual for Discounting Oil and Gas Income; other reports described in the Texas
Property Tax Code; and other confidential data supplied by the owner or agent; the General
Appraisal Manual adopted by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts; Property Assessment
Valuation published by the International Association of Assessing Officers and adopted by the
Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts and the Texas Property Tax Code.

Pickett’s oil and gas appraisal staff includes licensed engineers as well as experienced appraisers
who are knowledgeable in all three approaches to value. Oil and gas appraisal staff stays abreast
of current trends affecting oil and gas properties through review of published materials,
attendance at conferences, course work and continuing education. All oil and gas appraisers are
registered with the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation, (formerly, the Texas Board
of Tax Professional Examiners).

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
All appraisals are subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable and the legal description
correct.
2. No responsibility for legal matters is assumed. All existing liens, mortgages or other
encumbrances have been disregarded and the property is appraised as though free and
clear, under responsible ownership and competent management.
3. The appraisers developing these appraisals are not required to give testimony or
attendance in court by reason of the appraisals, unless directed by, employed by, and
provided legal counsel by the Appraisal District.
4. The appraisers do not inspect every property every year.
5. All sketches on the appraisal documents are intended to be visual aids and should not be
construed as surveys or engineering reports unless otherwise specified.
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6. All information in the appraisal documents have been obtained by members of Thomas
Y. Pickett’s staff or by other reliable sources.
7. The appraisals were prepared exclusively for ad valorem tax purposes.
Property Discover and Data Collection Process
Mineral properties are identified and appraised based on their Railroad Commission
Identification Number (RRCID). Upon completion of a new well, a Completion Report must be
submitted to the Railroad Commission (RRC). The RRC then issues a RRCID. Production from
that property is reported by RRCID. Periodically, wells are completed and start producing prior
to being issued a RRCID. The production from these wells still must be reported to the RRC and
are usually reported by Drilling Permit Number (DP). Since mineral properties are appraised
using a Discounted Cash Flow analysis, production data is required to do the analysis. The RRC
is the primary source of that data.
Procedure:

1. At the beginning of the year, the RRC database is searched for new wells that started
producing prior to January 1 of the appraisal year. These wells are identified by RRCID
or Drilling Permit (DP) number and added to the mineral appraisal database for the
county. A well is considered to have value as of January 1 if it has reported production
prior to that date, has filed a completion report showing completion prior to that date, or
was perforated into a producing formation which showed the presence of oil or gas prior
to January 1.

2. Completion reports and plats are retrieved from the RRC to identify the location of the
producing wells. These locations are cross-referenced with jurisdictional maps to
establish situs.

3. Division of Interest (DOI) statements are requested from the operator of the well to
establish working and royalty interests.

4. Additional reviews of the RRC database are done periodically during the year to identify
any wells that may have been added to the RRC database after the first of the year, but
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were completed prior to January 1 of the appraisal year. New producing wells identified
after the appraisal period are supplemented, going back up to five years.

Other appraisal data on the subject properties are collected from required regulatory reports
from the Texas Railroad Commission and the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts and by
the property owner. Submitted data may be on a rendition form or in other modes that
require confidentiality. Subject property data are verified through previously existing records
and through published reports. Additional data are obtained and verified through published
sources, regulatory reports and through analysis of comparable properties, if any. Due to the
unique nature of many oil and gas properties there is no standard data collection form or
manual.

Valuation Approach and Analysis
The three generally accepted approaches used in determining the Market Value of assets are the
cost, income, and market approaches. The following is a brief description of the three general
approaches to value.
Cost Approach
The cost approach considers the replacement cost of an asset as an indicator of value. The cost
approach is based on the assumption that a prudent investor would pay no more for an asset than
the amount for which he could replace or recreate the asset. The cost approach is sometimes
performed by estimating the replacement cost of an asset functionally similar to the subject.
Often, historical cost data can be used to indicate the current cost of reproduction or replacement.
Adjustments are made for physical deterioration and the functional and economic obsolescence
of the appraised asset.
Income Approach
The income approach measures the present worth of anticipated future net cash flows generated
by the subject assets. The net cash flows are forecast for an appropriate period, or capitalized in
the case of a single period model, and then discounted to present value using an appropriate
discount rate.
Market Approach
The market approach is performed by observing the price at assets comparable to the subject
asset are bought and sold. Adjustments are made to the data to account for capacity differences
and other relevant differences between the subject asset and the comparable assets.
Depending on the facts and circumstances of a particular appraisal, applying the three
approaches independently of one another can yield conclusions that are substantially different.
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As the appraisal is performed, the strengths of the individual approaches are considered and the
influence of each approach in the appraisal process is weighed according to its likely accuracy.
All oil and gas interest values are arrived at through an appraisal of the whole property. Each
fractional interest is then assigned a value on the basis of its relative share of expenses, income
and the value of the operating equipment. Multiple producing zones in the same well may be
treated as separate properties.
Oil and gas properties are principally appraised through the income approach to value.
Specifically, the discounted cash flow (DCF) technique is used almost exclusively. The almost
exclusive reliance on income approach methods, adjusted for risk and market conditions, is
typical of the oil and gas industry in dealings between buyers and sellers as well as in singleproperty appraisals. A mineral property’s intrinsic value is derived from its ability to generate
income by producing oil and/or gas reserves.
Income approach calibration involves the selection of the cost of capital or discount rate
appropriate to the type of property being appraised as well as adjusting the projected revenue
stream to reflect the individual characteristics of the subject property. The DCF model is also
calibrated through the use of lease operating expenses that reflect the individual characteristics of
the subject property.

A jurisdictional exception to the DCF model, as this process is described in the Statement on
Appraisal Standards No. 2 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, must be
taken. Section 23.175 (a) of the Texas Property Code specifies that the price of oil and gas used
for the first year of the DCF analysis must be the monthly average price of the oil and gas
received from the interest for the preceding year multiplied by a market condition factor as
promulgated by the Texas Comptroller’s office. Furthermore, the prices used for succeeding
years are based upon escalation factors also stipulated by the Texas Comptroller’s office.

Highest and best use analysis of the oil and gas reserves is based on the likelihood of the
continued use of the reserves in their current use. An appraiser’s identification of a property’s
highest and best use is always a statement of opinion, never a statement of fact.

Review and Testing
Review of appraisals is performed through a comparison of income indicators and compliance
with Section 23.175 of the Texas Property Tax Code. A review of property values with respect
to year-to-year changes and with respect to industry-accepted income indicators is conducted
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annually. The periodic reassignment of properties among appraisers or the review of appraisals
by an experienced appraiser also contributes to the review process.
Appraisal-to-sales ratios are the preferred method for measuring performance, however sales are
very infrequent and often the sales conditions are not made public for the sales that do occur.
Furthermore, market transactions normally occur for multiple sites and include real and personal
property, tangible and intangible, making analysis difficult and subjective. Performance is also
measured through comparison with valid single-property appraisals submitted for staff review.
Finally, Pickett’s mineral appraisal methods and procedures are subject to review by the Property
Tax Assistance Division of the Texas Comptroller’s office. The Comptroller’s review, as well as
comparisons with single-property appraisals, indicates the validity of the models and the
calibration techniques employed.
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SUMMARY REVALUATION PROGRAM REPORT

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

Overview

Industrial property consists of processing facilities and related personal property. Thomas Y.
Pickett & Co., Inc. (“Thomas Y. Pickett” or “Pickett”) is contracted to reappraise this type of
property annually for the appraisal district. The completed appraisals are all retrospective in
nature. The purpose of the appraisals is to estimate market value as of January 1 in accordance
with the definition of market value established in the Texas Property Tax Code (Sec. 1.04).
“Market value” means the price at which a property would transfer for cash or its equivalent
under prevailing market conditions if:

A. exposed for sale in the open market with a reasonable time for the seller to find a
purchaser;
B. both the seller and the purchaser know of all the uses and purposes to which the
property is adapted and for which it is capable of being used and of the enforceable
restrictions on its use; and
C. both the seller and purchaser seek to maximize their gains and neither is in a position
to take advantage of the exigencies of the other.
The effective date of the appraisals is January 1 of the year for which this report is submitted
unless the property owner or agent has applied for and been granted September 1 inventory
valuation as allowed by Section 23.12(f) of the Texas Property Tax Code.

The appraisal results will be used as the tax base upon which a property tax will be levied. The
properties are appraised in fee simple in conformance with the Texas Property Tax Code Sec.
25.06. This is a jurisdictional exception to the Standards Rule 6-5 (c) Comment of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. A listing of the industrial properties appraised by
Pickett for the appraisal district is available at the appraisal district office. Industrial properties
are re-appraised annually. Properties are inspected annually where necessary and at least biannually.
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Documents relevant to an understanding of these appraisals include the confidential rendition, if
any, filed with the appraisal district by the owner or agent of the property; other reports
described in the Texas Property Tax Code; asset lists and other confidential data supplied by the
owner or agent; the General Appraisal Manual adopted by the Texas Comptroller of Public
Accounts; Property Assessment Valuation published by the International Association of
Assessing Officers and adopted by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts; and Engineering
Valuation and Depreciation by Marston, Winfrey and Hempstead; and the Texas Property Tax
Code.

Pickett’s industrial appraisal staff includes licensed engineers as well as experienced appraisers
who are knowledgeable in all three approaches to value. Industrial appraisal staff stays abreast
of current trends affecting industrial properties through review of published materials, attendance
at conferences, course work and continuing education. All industrial appraisers are registered
with the Texas Board of Tax Professional Examiners.

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
All appraisals are subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable and the legal description
correct.
2. No responsibility for legal matters is assumed. All existing liens, mortgages or other
encumbrances have been disregarded and the property is appraised as though free and
clear, under responsible ownership and competent management.
3. The appraisers developing these appraisals are not required to give testimony or
attendance in court by reason of the appraisals, unless directed by, employed by, and
provided legal counsel by the Appraisal District.
4. The appraisers do not necessarily inspect every property every year.
5. All sketches on the appraisal documents are intended to be visual aids and should not be
construed as surveys or engineering reports unless otherwise specified.
6. All information in the appraisal documents have been obtained by members of Thomas
Y. Pickett’s staff or by other reliable sources.
7. The appraisals were prepared exclusively for ad valorem tax purposes.
8. The appraisers have inspected as far as possible, by observation, the improvements being
appraised; however, it is not possible to personally observe conditions beneath the soil or
hidden structural components within the improvements. Therefore, no representations
are made as to these matters unless specifically considered in an individual appraisal.
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Discovery Process and Procedures
Data is collected as part of the inspection process and through later submissions by the property
owner. Submitted data may be on a rendition form or in other modes that require confidentiality.
Subject property data is verified through previously existing records and through published
reports. Additional data are obtained and verified through published sources, regulatory reports
and through analysis of comparable properties, if any. Due to the unique nature of many
industrial properties there is no standard data collection form or manual.

Valuation Approach and Analysis
The three generally accepted approaches used in determining the Market Value of assets are the
cost, income, and market approaches. The following is a brief description of the three general
approaches to value.
Cost Approach
The cost approach considers the replacement cost of an asset as an indicator of value. The cost
approach is based on the assumption that a prudent investor would pay no more for an asset than
the amount for which he could replace or recreate the asset. The cost approach is sometimes
performed by estimating the replacement cost of an asset functionally similar to the subject.
Often, historical cost data can be used to indicate the current cost of reproduction or replacement.
Adjustments are made for physical deterioration and the functional and economic obsolescence
of the appraised asset.
Income Approach
The income approach measures the present worth of anticipated future net cash flows generated
by the subject assets. The net cash flows are forecast for an appropriate period, or capitalized in
the case of a single period model, and then discounted to present value using an appropriate
discount rate.
Market Approach
The market approach is performed by observing the price at assets comparable to the subject
asset are bought and sold. Adjustments are made to the data to account for capacity differences
and other relevant differences between the subject asset and the comparable assets.
Depending on the facts and circumstances of a particular appraisal, applying the three
approaches independently of one another can yield conclusions that are substantially different.
As the appraisal is performed, the strengths of the individual approaches are considered and the
influence of each approach in the appraisal process is weighed according to its likely accuracy.
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Industrial properties are generally appraised using replacement/reproduction cost new less
depreciation models. Replacement costs are estimated from published sources, other publicly
available information and comparable properties. Reproduction costs are based on actual
investment in the subject or comparable properties adjusted for typical changes in cost over time.
Depreciation is calculated on the age/life method using typical economic lives and depreciation
rates based on published sources, market evidence and the experience of knowledgeable
appraisers. Adjustments for functional and economic obsolescence may be made if utilization
and income data for the subject property justify such. Income Approach models (direct
capitalization and discounted cash flow) are also used when economic and/or subject property
income information is available. Capitalization and discount rates are based on published capital
costs for the industry of the subject property. A market data model based on typical selling
prices per unit of capacity is also used when appropriate market sales information is available.
Because cost information is the most readily available type of data, the cost approach model is
almost always considered and used. If sufficient data is available, either or both of the other two
models are considered and may be used. The market data and income approach models must be
reduced by the value of the land in order to arrive at a value of improvements and personal
property.

Model calibration in the cost approach involves the selection of the appropriate service life for
each type or class of property. Further calibration can occur through the use of utilization or
through-put data provided by the owner or agent. Income approach calibration involves the
selection of the cost of capital or discount rate appropriate to the type of property being appraised
as well as adjusting the projected income stream to reflect the individual characteristics of the
subject property. Model calibration in the market data approach involves adjusting sales prices
of comparable properties to reflect the individual characteristics of the subject property.

In reconciling multiple model results for a property, the appraiser considers the model results
that best address the individual characteristics of the subject property while maintaining
equalization among like properties. Final results for each property may be found on the appraisal
district’s appraisal roll.

Land valuation for industrial properties is the responsibility of appraisal district staff as is the
highest and best use analysis of the site. Sites are analyzed for highest and best use as though
they were vacant. Highest and best use analysis of the improvements is based on the likelihood
of the continued use of the improvements in their current and/or intended use. An appraiser’s
identification of a property’s highest and best use is always a statement of opinion, never a
statement of fact.
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Review and Testing
Field review of appraisals is performed through the regular inspection of subject properties. The
periodic reassignment of properties among appraisers or the review of appraisals by an
experienced appraiser also contributes to the review process. A statistical review of property
value changes is also conducted.
Appraisal-to-sales ratios are the preferred method for measuring performance, however sales are
very infrequent. Furthermore, market transactions normally occur for multiple sites and include
both real and personal property, tangible and intangible, making analysis difficult and subjective.
Performance is also measured through comparison with valid single-property appraisals
submitted for staff review. Finally, Pickett’s industrial appraisal methods and procedures are
subject to review by the Property Tax Assistance Division of the Texas Comptroller’s office.
The Comptroller’s review, as well as comparisons with single-property appraisals, indicates the
validity of the models and the calibration techniques employed.
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APPRAISAL PROCEDURES AND REAPPRAISAL PLAN

UTILITY, RAILROAD AND PIPELINE PROPERTIES

Overview

Utility, railroad, and pipeline properties consists of operating property, excluding land, owned by
utility, railroad and pipeline companies and related personal property and improvements.
Thomas Y. Pickett & Co., Inc. (“Thomas Y. Pickett” or “Pickett”) is contracted to reappraise this
type of property annually for the appraisal district. The completed appraisals are all
retrospective in nature. The purpose of the appraisals is to estimate market value as of January 1
in accordance with the definition of market value established in the Texas Property Tax Code
(Sec. 1.04). “Market value” means the price at which a property would transfer for cash or its
equivalent under prevailing market conditions if:

A. exposed for sale in the open market with a reasonable time for the seller to find a
purchaser;
B. both the seller and the purchaser know of all the uses and purposes to which the
property is adapted and for which it is capable of being used and of the enforceable
restrictions on its use; and
C. both the seller and purchaser seek to maximize their gains and neither is in a position
to take advantage of the exigencies of the other.
The effective date of the appraisals is January 1 of the year for which this report is submitted.

The appraisal results will be used as the tax base upon which a property tax will be levied. The
properties are appraised in fee simple in conformance with the Texas Property Tax Code Sec.
25.06. This is a jurisdictional exception to the Standards Rule 6-5 (c) Comment of the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 2004. A listing of the utility, railroad and pipeline
properties appraised by Pickett for the appraisal district is available at the appraisal district
office. All properties are reappraised annually. Such utility, railroad and pipeline properties that
are susceptible to inspection (e.g. compressor stations, pump stations, buildings and power
plants) are normally re-inspected at least every three years.
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Pickett’s utility, railroad and pipeline appraisal staff includes licensed engineers as well as
experienced appraisers who are knowledgeable in all three approaches to value. The appraisal
staff stays abreast of current trends affecting utility, railroad and pipeline properties through
review of published materials, attendance at conferences, course work and continuing education.
All appraisers are registered with the Texas Board of Tax Professional Examiners.

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
All appraisals are subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:

1. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable and the legal description
correct.
2. No responsibility for legal matters is assumed. All existing liens, mortgages or other
encumbrances have been disregarded and the property is appraised as though free and
clear, under responsible ownership and competent management.
3. The appraisers developing these appraisals are not required to give testimony or
attendance in court by reason of the appraisals, unless directed by, employed by, and
provided legal counsel by the Appraisal District.
4. The appraisers do not necessarily inspect every property every year.
5. All sketches on the appraisal documents are intended to be visual aids and should not be
construed as surveys or engineering reports unless otherwise specified.
6. All information in the appraisal documents have been obtained by members of Thomas
Y. Pickett’s staff or by other reliable sources.
7. The appraisals were prepared exclusively for ad valorem tax purposes.
8. The appraisers have inspected as far as possible, by observation, the improvements being
appraised; however, it is not possible to personally observe conditions beneath the soil or
hidden structural components within the improvements. Therefore, no representations
are made as to these matters unless specifically considered in an individual appraisal.
Discovery Procedures and Data Collection
Data is collected as part of the inspection process and through later submissions by the property
owner. Submitted data may be on a rendition form or in other modes that require confidentiality.
Subject property data is verified through previously existing records and through published
reports. Additional data are obtained and verified through published sources, regulatory reports
and through analysis of comparable properties. Due to the varied nature of utility, railroad and
pipeline properties there is no standard data collection form or manual.
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Valuation Approach and Analysis
The three generally accepted approaches used in determining the Market Value of assets are the
cost, income, and market approaches. The following is a brief description of the three general
approaches to value.
Cost Approach
The cost approach considers the replacement cost of an asset as an indicator of value. The cost
approach is based on the assumption that a prudent investor would pay no more for an asset than
the amount for which he could replace or recreate the asset. The cost approach is sometimes
performed by estimating the replacement cost of an asset functionally similar to the subject.
Often, historical cost data can be used to indicate the current cost of reproduction or replacement.
Adjustments are made for physical deterioration and the functional and economic obsolescence
of the appraised asset.
Income Approach
The income approach measures the present worth of anticipated future net cash flows generated
by the subject assets. The net cash flows are forecast for an appropriate period, or capitalized in
the case of a single period model, and then discounted to present value using an appropriate
discount rate.
Market Approach
The market approach is performed by observing the price at assets comparable to the subject
asset are bought and sold. Adjustments are made to the data to account for capacity differences
and other relevant differences between the subject asset and the comparable assets.
Depending on the facts and circumstances of a particular appraisal, applying the three
approaches independently of one another can yield conclusions that are substantially different.
As the appraisal is performed, the strengths of the individual approaches are considered and the
influence of each approach in the appraisal process is weighed according to its likely accuracy.
For all pipelines a value is calculated using a Replacement Cost New Less Depreciation
(RCNLD) model. This involves first calculating the cost of building a new pipeline of equal
utility using current prices. The Replacement Cost New (RCN) is a function of location, length,
diameter and composition. Depreciation is then subtracted from RCN to produce the final value
estimate. Depreciation is defined as the loss of value resulting from any cause. The three
common forms of depreciation are physical, functional and economic. Physical depreciation is
accounted for on the basis of the age of the subject pipeline. Functional and economic
obsolescence (depreciation) can be estimated through the use of survivor curves or other
normative techniques. Specific calculations to estimate abnormal functional and/or economic
obsolescence can be made on the basis of the typical utilization of the subject pipeline.
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After deductions from RCN have been made for all three forms of depreciation, the remainder is
the RCNLD or cost approach model indicator of value.

In addition to the RCNLD indicator, a unit value model may also be used for those pipelines for
which appropriate income statements and balance sheets are also available. Generally, this
model is used for those pipelines that by regulation are considered to be common carriers. The
unit value model must be calculated for the entire pipeline system.

The unit value model typically involves an income approach to value and a rate base cost
approach. The income approach is based on a projection of expected future typical net operating
income (NOI). The projected NOI is discounted to a present worth using a current cost of capital
that is both typical of the industry and reflective of the risks inherent in the subject property. The
unit value model cost approach is typically an estimation of the current rate base of the subject
pipeline (total investment less book depreciation allowed under the current form of regulation).
An additional calculation is made to detect and estimate economic obsolescence. Any economic
obsolescence is deducted from the rate base cost less book depreciation to achieve a final cost
indicator. The unit value model may also include a stock and debt approach in lieu of a market
data approach. The stock and debt approach involves finding the total value of the owner’s
liabilities (equity and debt) and assuming that they are equal to the value of the assets. The two
(or three, if the stock and debt approach is included) unit value indicators are then reconciled into
a final unit appraisal model indicator of value. The unit value must then be reconciled with the
RCNLD model indicator of value for the entire pipeline system being appraised. The final
correlated value of the system can then be allocated among the various components of the system
to determine the tax roll value for each pipeline segment.

Utility and railroad properties are appraised in a manner similar to pipeline except the RCNLD
model is not used. For all three types of property (utility, railroad and pipeline) the appraiser
must first form an opinion of highest and best use. If the highest and best use of the operating
property is the current use under current regulation, the unit value model is considered highly
appropriate. If the highest and best use is something different, then the RCNLD model may be
more appropriate.

Compressor stations, pump stations, improvements and related facilities are appraised using a
replacement cost new less depreciation model.
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Model calibration in the RCNLD model involves the selection of the appropriate service life for
each type or class of property. Further calibration can occur through the use of utilization or
through-put data provided by the owner or agent. Model calibration in the unit value cost
approach involves the selection of the appropriate items to include in the rate base calculation
and selection of the best measure of obsolescence, if any. Income approach calibration involves
the selection of the cost of capital or discount rate appropriate to the type of property being
appraised as well as adjusting the projected income stream to reflect the individual
characteristics of the subject property. Model calibration in the stock and debt approach involves
allocating sales prices of debt and equity to reflect the contribution to value of the operating
property of the subject property.

In reconciling multiple model results for a property, the appraiser considers the model results
that best address the individual characteristics of the subject property while maintaining
equalization among like properties. Final results for each property may be found on the appraisal
district’s appraisal roll.

Land valuation for utility and pipeline properties is the responsibility of appraisal district staff as
is the highest and best use analysis of the site. Sites are analyzed for highest and best use as
though they were vacant. Highest and best use analysis of the improvements is based on the
likelihood of the continued use of the improvements in their current and/or intended use.
Railroad corridor land is included in the appraisal of the operating property. The highest and
best use of railroad corridor land is presumed to be as operating property. An appraiser’s
identification of a property’s highest and best use is always a statement of opinion, never a
statement of fact.

The rate-base cost approach, stock and debt approach and income approach models must be
reduced by the value of the land in order to arrive at a value of improvements, personal property
and other operating property.

Review and Testing
Field review of appraisals is performed through the regular inspection of subject properties. The
periodic reassignment of properties among appraisers or the review of appraisals by an
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experienced appraiser also contributes to the review process. A statistical review of property
value changes is also conducted.
Appraisal-to-sales ratios are the preferred method for measuring performance, however sales are
very infrequent. Furthermore, market transactions normally occur for multiple sites and include
both real and personal property, tangible and intangible, making analysis difficult and subjective.
Performance is also measured through comparison with valid single-property appraisals
submitted for staff review. Appraisal results are tested annually by the Property Tax Assistance
Division of the Texas Comptroller’s office. The Comptroller’s review, as well as comparisons
with single-property appraisals, indicates the validity of the models and the calibration
techniques employed.
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Appendix A
Resumes

Thomas Y. Pickett & Company, Inc.

ANTHONY E. (TONY) BELL

Vice President
Experience
Thomas Y. Pickett & Company, Inc.
Dallas County Appraisal Review Board (Auxiliary Member)
AT&T

21 Years
1 Year
37 Years

Qualifications
Mr. Bell is an accomplished Tax Manager with extensive experience in the valuation of the
telecommunications industry including the valuation of manufacturing facilities, office
equipment, buildings and the communications network. Since joining Thomas Y. Pickett & Co.,
Inc., his expertise has extended to complex industrial properties, such as, Electric Generation
Plants, Gas Processing Plants and other oil field properties, as well as, the valuation of all other
types of utility properties. He is skilled in determining strategies, developing presentations, and
negotiating final values. He provided analysis on proposed tax legislative changes and
recommended language supportive of a position. Mr. Bell has managed the Thomas Y. Pickett &
Co., Inc. Industrial & Utility Division, which performs appraisals in multiple states on large
complex properties such as shipyards and mining operations, as well as, smaller properties such
as oilfield equipment, saw mills and all utilities.
Education/Licenses
B.S. Industrial Engineering-Newark College of Engineering
Significant course work towards M.S. Engineering Management
Twenty-four years attendance of Appraisal for Ad Valorem Taxation of Communications, Energy
and Transportation Properties-Wichita State University, Wichita, Kansas
Seminars on valuation of real and personal property in Texas
Registered Professional Appraiser - State of Texas #69124
Professional Associations
Texas Association of Assessing Officers

Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation-Property Tax Professional
International Association of Assessing Officers

JOSH BUDOWSKY
Industrial/Utilities Appraiser

EXPERIENCE
Thomas Y. Pickett & Company, Inc. (Dallas)
Complex Property Appraiser

5 Years

Baker Hughes Inc.
Sales Manager

9 Years

Aviall Service Inc.
Account Executive

2 Years

Bud Oil Company
Production Technician

5 Years

Oklahoma State University
Bachelors of Business Administration
Marketing
Management of Information Systems

4 Years

QUALIFICATIONS
Performs industrial evaluations on complex manufacturing sites as well as energy production, energy
transmission, and pipeline systems in various states. He is also responsible for evaluation of clean
renewable energy production systems; such as solar power and wind power. He is experienced in the
oil and gas industry after spending nine years at a service company, giving him exposure to all highprofile production fields across the United States. This experience included enhancements to the
drilling and completions of complex and challenging oil and gas wells. He was solely responsible for
the increase of revenue and profits while directing the sales and operations in the Southern region for
Baker Hughes.
EDUCATION/LICENSES
B.A. in Business Marketing – Oklahoma State University
B.A. in MIS – Oklahoma State University
Class III Appraiser - State of Texas #75123
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation-Property Tax Professional

STEPHEN B. CAMPBELL
President

EXPERIENCE
Thomas Y. Pickett & Company, Inc.

19 Years

Business valuation and consulting

7 Years

Schlumberger Well Services
Field Engineer

2 Years

QUALIFICATIONS
Mr. Campbell performs mineral appraisals in Texas and complex industrial property appraisals
in Texas and other states. Mr. Campbell has extensive domestic and international energy
industry experience including previous valuation assignments of producing properties, upstream,
mid-stream processing and transportation, downstream, oil field service businesses, and
petrochemical and refining. He has significant experience in the valuation of tangible assets. He
has been involved in numerous assignments for property tax, income tax, litigation, financial
reporting, and lending purposes. Mr. Campbell has also completed many engagements involving
capitalization rate studies and the valuation of intangible assets. Mr. Campbell manages the
Minerals Department in Dallas and directs all company operations.
EDUCATION/LICENSE
Master of Business Administration – University of North Texas – Denton, Texas
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering – Baylor University – Waco, Texas
Registered Professional Appraiser– State of Texas #68355
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation-Property Tax Professional

AUSTIN M. HIXSON
Appraiser
Experience
Thomas. Y. Pickett & Company, Inc. (Dallas)

3 Years

The University of Texas at Austin
University Libraries
School of Information
School of Music

8 Years

Qualifications
Mr. Hixson has nearly a decade of experience with The University of Texas at Austin in research,
information acquisition and management, and digital archives development and maintenance. During his
time with the university, his main role was oversite of the Digital Curation Services’ daily operations where
he supervised digitization staff and handled materials from numerous collection on campus. These include
but are not limited to the Alexander Architectural Archives, PCL Maps collection, and the School of
Geology’s Landscapes of Texas collection. Each required extensive research to ensure the material would
be presented in the best manner, and with the most detail, to the public at large. He also helped to develop
and maintain digital archival databases and platforms for a variety of collections to provide global access.
In addition to his work in the Digital Curation Services, he spent two years as a teaching assistant at the
university with classes in excess of 300 students. Mr. Hixson brings valued information gathering and
organization experience. He joined Thomas Y Pickett in 2015 as an Industrial/Business Personal Property
Appraiser.
Education/Licenses
Master of Science in Information Studies – The University of Texas at Austin – Austin, Texas
B.A. in History – The University of Texas at Austin – Austin, Texas
Class III Appraiser – State of Texas #75033
Professional Associations
Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation – Property Tax Professional III
Society of American Archivists
Southwest Society of Archivists

EDWARD DONALD OWENS
Vice President
Senior Appraiser

EXPERIENCE
Thomas Y. Pickett & Company, Inc.
Fina Oil & Chemical
Pritchard & Abbott

29 Years
2 Years
11 Years

QUALIFICATIONS
Mr. Owens has forty-two years (42) experience in appraising mineral, industrial,
commercial, and personal properties. He also values, for Pickett clients, all fiber optic
cables in Texas. He has served as contract supervisor for various appraisal districts in
South Central and West Central Texas. He is a former tax agent with a major oil firm
and is now responsible for his assigned oil-related properties in Texas, Wyoming,
Colorado and New Mexico. He inspects and appraises gas plants, railroad loading
facilities and SWD (taxable) facilities in North Dakota.
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science – Business Administration – Southwestern University – Salt Lake
City, Utah
Associate in Applied Science – Property Tax Appraisal – Tarrant County Junior College,
Fort Worth, Texas
Associate in Applied Science – Mid-Management – Tarrant County Junior College, Fort
Worth, Texas
Registered Professional Appraiser – State of Texas #00896
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation-Property Tax Professional
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AEP TEXAS INC
AMERICAN TOWER CORP
AT&T MOBILITY LLC
AZTEC GAS INC
BIOMERIEUX INC
BOWERMAN OIL & GAS INC
BRADY COMMUNICATIONS LLC
CANAN MOWREY OPERATING LLC
CELLCO PARTNERSHIP
CENTRAL TEXAS COMMUNICATIONS INC
CENTRAL TEXAS TELEPHONE COOP
CGKC & H RCLP NO2
CIG COMP TOWER LLC
CITY OF EDEN
COLEMAN COUNTY ELECTRIC COOP
COLEMAN COUNTY TELEPHONE COOP
CONCHO SERVICES LLC
CONCHO VALLLEY ELECTRIC CO-OP
CONTERRA ULTRA BROADBAND LLC
CONTEX MEDIA LLC
CORECIVIC
CROSSROADS WIRELESS HOLDINGS
DAVIS GAS PROCESSING INC

DOUBLE O TEXAS CORP
FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
GE HFS LLC
GOGO BUSINESS AVIATION LLC
GOLDEN SPREAD ELECTRIC CO-OP
HARMONI TOWERS LLC
HORSE HOLLOW GENERATION TIE
IGT GLOBAL SOLUTIONS CORPORATION
KING-GOEN OIL LLC
LCRA TRANSMISSION SRVCS CORP
LILLIS MICHAEL D
MAJORS MANAGEMENT
MARTIN MATRIX, INC.
MAVERICK CREEK WIND LLC (OUTSIDE
RIZ)
MAVERICK CREEK WIND LLC (INSIDE
RIZ)
MCI METRO ACCESS TRANMISSION
SERVICES CORP.
MCLEODUSA TELECOM SERVICES INC
NEXSTAR BROADCASTING INC
NUCO2 SUPPLY LLC
ONCOR ELECTRIC DELIVERY CO LLC
PINNACLE PROPANE EXPRESS, LLC
POLARIS INC
RES AMERICA CONSTRUCTION INC

RES CACTUS FLATS WIND ENERGY, LLC
RISE BROADBAND
SBA INFRASTRUCTURE LLC
SBA STEEL II LLC
SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO
SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO PP
SMITH JOE T INC
SOUTHWEST TEXAS ELECTRIC CO-OP
INC
TELIA CARRIER US INC
TEXAS COMM ON ENV QUALITY
T-MOBILE WEST LLC
TOWER ASSETS NEWCO IX LLC
TRANSTELCO INC
VANGARD WIRELESS LLC
WATER WORKS
WEST TEXAS GAS INC
WEST TEXAS GAS INC PP
WHITETHORN PIPELINE LLC
WILLIE'S WELL SERVICE LLC
WINDSTREAM KDL INC
WINK TO WEBSTER PIPELINE (PIPE)
WINK TO WEBSTER PIPELINE LLC (PP)
WTG GAS TRANSMISSION CO

